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1. Can you share with us how

Cookies By Mia came to life?

I have always loved the art of

culinary ever since I was young. I

inherited this passion from

watching my Dad cook the most

amazing meals, and seeing how

much he enjoyed using food to

put a smile on my family’s faces

(and trust me, his food always did

just that)!

WRITTEN BY D&A BRAND

MANAGEMENT CO.

PHOTOS BY @COOKIESBYMIAA

Mia,  Miami's  rising star baker
and entrepreneur,  gives the
Miami Brandelorium an
exclusive interview that
answers the questions that will
leave you with a sweet tooth! 
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My favorite thing to do is bake

for loved ones and seeing the

happiness it brings them, so I

decided to merge this love into a

career. 

I have been baking and cooking

from my home for years now and

I’m so excited to share this

passion with my community!

Meet 
   Mia
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2. Without sharing too many secrets (lol), what

makes your cookies so delicious?

The fact that they are freshly baked and

personalized for every order! Each cookie is

made with the finest ingredients, and with a

whole lot of love.

3. Can you walk us through your handcrafted

packaging process? It just feels so tailored to

the customer…

Once our cookies are baked and decorated, I

get our boxes ready! To help the cookies stay

fresh and keep the box clean, I place a few

sheets of wax paper on the box before we

package our cookies.

 I then place a few cute stickers with our logo,

along with a thank you card. Our customers are

the most important part of this whole

operation! It is with their support that I am able

to share this passion. You can even add a cute

celebration card for any special occasion or gift!

"..with a 
whole lot
of love."

E X C L U S I V E
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"Our top
priority is
to deliver
happiness 
in a box..."

4. What reaction have your customers had about
the cookies and the overall experience?

We are so blessed and thankful that our
customers have loved their experiences with
Cookies by Mia! Our top priority is to deliver
happiness in a box, and we hope to do just that
with every customer.

5. What’s the brand vision for Cookies by Mia? In
other words, what’s next or the next level for
Cookies by Mia?

The hope is to open nationwide! 

We currently are only available for local delivery
in the Miami community; however, our goal is to
be able to bring happiness to anyone and
everyone in the US!

"BRING HAPPINESS
TO ANYONE AND
EVERYONE IN THE
US."
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our
rating
of this
brand?

5 out of 5

Professionalism
Amazing Product
Appropriately Priced
Tailored & Personalized

Accessible & Engaging 
 Experience

Owner
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REVIEWS 
DON'T
LIE...

OMG this looks delicioso!
I'm always ready for a
cheat day and a
birthday explosion
-@miamimompreneur

These cookies are the
best! -@rhondaskibsted
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They look perfect
-@eat_with_issy 

Woah game changer 
-@sweetcaroline20

Overload deliciousness
-@gourmet_58

Sounds heavenly...cant
wait to try them...yumm
-@lilymirnimely

How do I get one like
right now!
-@manny_arias17

Delishhhh 
-@miamipages

Obsessed
-@adri.marrero

@cookiesbymiaa
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WRAPSPHERE
MIAMI 'S  FASTEST  GROWING  CAR  WRAPPING  BRAND
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E X C L U S I V E

MEET 
JAVIER



1. Can you share with us how WrapSphere
came to life? 

Wrapsphere was a long awaited dream of
mine since I was a kid. Growing up in Miami, I
had such a fascination with sports cars and
the way people would customize them for
different reasons. I remember watching
MTV's Pimp My ride for the first time and
was instantly hooked. I got my first car at
15, and It was a 1997 Honda Civic.I gathered
up every bit of change and spent most of my
earnings dumping money into this car.

JAVIER, PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER
OF WRAPSPHERE, GIVES THE MIAMI
BRANDELORIUM AN EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW THAT  WRAPS UP THE
QUESTIONS WE ALL WANT TO KNOW
ABOUT WRAPSPHERE.

I eventually won a couple car shows and
have been pursuing car customization for
over 15 years. About 3 years ago and
halfway into my established medical career,
I came to the conclusion that I needed more
income and what else than working on my
biggest passion. I was fascinated by the
vinyl wrap industry. It was a relatively new
market and Miami was quickly gaining
popularity in this industry. I spent 3 months
studying YouTube tutorials and gathering all
the equipment I needed to make this happen.

I placed an order of my first wrap material
with my girlfriend at the time to wrap her
car first. And with an investment of $200 in
wrap tools, I wrapped my first car. The next
day after completion, I honestly believed
this was the next big thing in the auto
industry. I remember saying "I’d wrap the
world if I could", and with that being said, my
girlfriend and I spent all night coming up
with funny names for the biz- Wrapworld,
wrapglobe, no thats not it... Wrapsphere!

WRITTEN BY D&A BRAND MANAGEMENT CO.

PHOTOS BY @WRAPSPHERE
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2. Without sharing too many secrets, what
makes the WrapSphere experience unique?

The Wrapsphere experience is unique. I believe
that in order for a person to trust you, you
must first make them see you for what you
stand for.

At Wrapsphere we don’t gain customers; we
gain family members. At Wrapsphere we treat
every customer with the honesty and service
they deserve. 

Wrapsphere stands for quality above all
without sacrificing friendship. We love to
wrap, we love to design, and most
importantly we give suggestions not
demands. #wrapspherefamily

3. Can you walk us through WrapSphere's
preparation process or mantra before
wrapping a car?

Before wrapping a vehicle i always like to
mentally prepare myself for every project.

Good rest and a stress-free environment will
always be key but in this industry, it gets hectic
before it gets calm. 

A good breakfast, a collada, electro music and
comfortable clothes have always been my
favorite mental prep. The key to a near perfect
wrap is the prepping of a car.

Without preparation, proper cleaning, and
disassembly of your car; it is more likely to run
into mistakes or time constraints if none of
these requirements are met.

12 | Miami Brandelorium
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"...REMEMBER LETTING A CUSTOMER
WATCH AS HIS CAR WAS BEING

TRANSFORMED IN FRONT OF HIS EYES."

WRAPSPHERE
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4. What reaction have your customers
had about getting their cars wrapped
and the overall experience?

I remember letting a customer watch as
his car was being transformed in front of
his eyes.

 He was simply amazed at how what
conceived as a simple sticker could have
such strength and heat resistance and
look so close to paint. 

Its always so rewarding to meet people
and show them there cars after a couple
days. 

There faces, their happiness, and there
consideration for this business is what
really makes my day.





5. What’s the brand vision for WrapSphere?
In other words, what’s next or the next level
for WrapSphere?

 Wrapsphere will always remain, I live with it
in my heart every morning that I rise. It’s one
of the proudest achievements that I care for
in my life. 

What may seem like a mediocre skill to
someone, means the whole world to me. It’s a
passion that many will never have, or ever
attain.

WRAPSPHERE
E X C L U S I V E
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Like I have always said, if it makes me happy,
then you should be happy for me.
Wrapsphere's vision is to expand in the
wrap community.

 I hope to make an impact in the auto industry.
Who knows, its early enough to say that
anything could happen. 

2020 was biblical, and thru all the negativity
and hard times everyone faces I kept my
hopes up for the future. I’m glad to announce
that I won’t be hanging up my wrap gloves
anytime soon.

 What turned into a side business will now b e
turning once more into Miami'sElite Wrap
club at @VinylRoomMiami. Soon to be
announced and I will be running operations at
this brand-new Visual wrap arena.

"Wrapsphere will always
remain, I live with it in my
heart every morning that
I rise."





OUR RATING
OF THIS
BRAND?

5 out of 5

MIAMI WRAP NEWS

Professionalism
Phenomenal Product
& Service
Elegant & Luxurious
Style 
Durability
Engaging & Accessible
Owner
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REVIEWS 
DON'T
LIE... -@dreams_customs

@wrapsphere

Nicely done, mates!
-@vinylvixenwraps

Crispy clean
-@wrapseshaz

The best 
-@polopistola

Looking hella nice
-@wrap_modz

Dope ass pic  
-@daddyisf

Framing this
picture!
-@sissymirandaox

Ufff this color 
-@itsefrennn
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They say a

picture is

worth a

thousand

words...

Luxury

We feel it should

just say one...
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1. Can you share with us how AR
Visuals came to life?

It came to life through experience,

learning how to produce and

engineer music, taking photos and

designing graphics, they all play

apart in the proficiency of my

videography art.

Albert, President and

Founder of AR VISUALS, gives

the Miami Brandelorium an

exclusive interview that gives

us a snapshot into his unique

ability to capture amazing

visuals.

MEET
ALBERT
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PHOTOS BY @IAMARVISUALS



2. Without sharing too
many secrets, what makes
the AR Visuals experience
unique?

"My 
Energy"
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3. Can you walk us through your
preparation process or mantra
before a photoshoot?

I have a very visual thought

process, so I like to envision my

work already completed, I see the

final result before arriving to the

site.
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4. What reaction do your
customers have when they
are in front of the camera? In
other words, detail the
overall experience?

Some are shy, others can’t

keep a straight face, many are

naturals and make the shoot so

much easier, but overall it’s

amazing learning about

people while doing what you

love, it guides me in a new

direction each person I meet.
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5. What’s the brand
vision for AR Visuals?
In other words, what’s
the next level for AR
Visuals?  

The next level is Forever Winning, a brand I created where I will sell my

artwork and many other products that are derived from AR Visuals, it will

be based on everything I have learned into one brand.



Our Rating 
                     Of This Brand?
5 out of 5
Amazing Video & Picture shoots
Fairly Price
Professionalism

Unique, Artistic, & Creative Style
Engaging & Accessible Owner



Reviews 
Don't
Lie

@iamarvisuals
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Sick wit it 
-@david_q7

This looks awesome!
-@alexandramartin_tv

My boy cleannn wit da
camera! 
-@raw_rondell

Beast mode Albert
-@officialhardcore

Killing it bro! 
-@maxxcalzz

This came out
dope!!
-@irushh

Keep killing it
Albert! Im so proud
of you 
-@meli_miamire






